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how to conduct an outstanding 
performance review 
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introduction
Welcome! We are delighted that you are taking this course. We believe, “if you increase your 
learning and you will increase your earning.” We have designed RCI’s “Real-Time” Learning in four 
niches:

★★ Leadership

★★ Customer Service

★★ Sales

★★ Personal Development

Most modules can be completed in a approximately 30-minutes or less to give you the help you 
need when you need it. Each contains practical and proven value that you can apply today. Sound 
learning theory supports each competency. Each is organized in three parts:

1. Self-assessment (5-8 minutes)...measure it!

2. Article (5-6 minutes)...study it!

3. Video and Application questions (10-15 minutes)...reinforce and apply it!

We encourage you to engage our other modules. All the skills and approaches in a niche reinforce one 
another. All learning to be useful must result in positive behavior or strategy changes. At the end of this 
module review the other resources available. We wish you the best of success-now accelerate your 
career!

Positively,

Rick Conlow
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assessment
➜ INSTRUCTIONS: As a manager if you can deliver an outstanding performance review process you 

will have a higher performing team. You will be a better leader. Here are 15 considerations to help 
you. Use a scale of 1-6. Mark a 1 if it is very infrequently like you, 6 means it is very frequently like you. 
Answer as you think your team sees you, not how you would want to be.

I...
1._____  set clear goals and expectations with each employee and put it in writing.

2._____ meet one on-one-with each employee on a monthly basis to have a performance discussion 
and to coach them.

3._____ give liberal recognition to employees.

4._____ set high expectations and goals and hold people accountable.

5._____ give specific feedback to employees to help them improve.

6._____ listen effectively.

7._____ handle differences of opinion openly and honestly.

8._____ include plans in performance discussions for the professional and personal development of 
each employee.

9._____communicate well with the employee so by performance review time there are no surprises.

10._____ set and keep a schedule for on time performance reviews.

11._____ ask the employee to do their own rating.

12._____ do a rating on each employee.

12._____ discuss the mutual ratings during the performance appraisal and come to a consensus.

13._____ include a game-plan (goals and action steps) as part of your performance review process. 

14._____believe in and desire that each employee is successful.

15._____ conduct an outstanding performance review process for employees.

Identify your top 3-5 strengths:
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13 BIG MISTAKES BOSSES MAKE 
IN PERFORMANCE REVIEWS & 
HOW TO FIX THEM
Most employees hate performance reviews. Why? Quite frankly 
managers are poor at it. So, most end up doing more damage than 
good.

Nearly all bigger companies have gone to online systems to manage the process. This adds some 

accountability and quality control. Yet, managers still lack the skills to be effective. In addition, online 

systems tend to take extra time and are cumbersome. So, there is a lot of policing that has to be done. 

Furthermore, the once a year review is simply bogus and outdated. This is old technology. It would like 

using the early 1980’s Advanced Mobile Phone System today versus current Smartphones.

A tremendous amount is at stake in a performance appraisal. First, an employee’s career progress, and 

self-confidence are challenged. A poorly done review can sour anyone’s morale quickly as it erodes 

a credible relationship between the employee and supervisor. Second, an appraisal sets the tone for 

an employee’s experience, and performance for the coming year. Third, your success as a leader is 

influenced. Similarly, consider how high employee disengagement is in so many places. What does 

that tell us?  Finally, an employee's livelihood is at stake?

MOST EMPLOYEES HATE PERFORMANCE REVIEWS, 
BUT THERE IS A BETTER WAY!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advanced_Mobile_Phone_System
https://www.zdnet.com/article/10-best-smartphones/
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13 PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL 

MISTAKES

Here are the thirteen mistakes bosses make in a 

performance appraisal process. And, how to fix 

them.

1. Annual or six month review: Instead,

meet monthly with employees one-on-
one. Discuss goals, plans, strengths, and

progress. Keep it casual, as a discussion not

an evaluation. It’s really a high performance

coaching process. In addition, engage

employees in informal coaching at regular

every day opportunities. Companies like

GAP, GE and Adobe are already using a

similar strategy. All of this adds to a more

trusting relationship because it is done in

“real time.” Consequently, a company’s

yearly or six month formal review will be

easier to do because you and the employee

will be on the same page.

2. The recency effect: If you don’t do regular

performance discussions and coaching this

will kick in. Unless, of course, you

have a photographic memory. What if the

employee doesn’t?

3. Limited preparation: This is laziness and

unprofessional. Set a date and keep the

appointment. Invest serious time in the

review. Complete all necessary forms in your

company system. Also, have the employee 
do the evaluation form in advance. Treat

employees like the greatest resource of the

company or a partner. They are, don’t you

agree?

4. Monologue not a dialogue: Include the

employee in the process. Have a dialogue

about the details. Listen and ask questions.

Come to a consensus on the evaluation. This

means substantial agreement. As a result, by talking 

about performance all year, this is a no-brainer. If 

not, you will probably have issues. Steven Covey 

said, “Seek first to understand.”

5. Giving vague feedback: This helps no one. Be 
specific. Check this out, How to Give Feedback 
When You Are the Leader.

6. Lack of flexibility: When talking about performance 
you have to pay attention to the level of the 
employee. Experienced or inexperienced? Hard 
headed or emotional? Plus, be fair, give a higher  
rating when it is earned. Don’t give an average rating 
to a poor performer. It isn’t going to inspire them to 
be better.

7. Avoiding poor performance: Not talking about poor 
performance with an employee is like building a 
house by a lake and ignoring the water. Deal with  

performance issues in monthly discussions and as 

they comes up on a day-to-day basis.

8. Dishonesty: Seriously, be honest. Some companies 
give people good evaluations that don’t deserve 
them. Later, they lay them off or fire them to satisfy 
Wall Street. It only degrades your character if you 
whitewash the truth.

9. Not discussing self-development needs or career 
goals: A key area in a performance appraisal and 
discussion involves establishing plans for career 
development. Most of the time a one-page plan will 

suffice. A leader’s role involves getting things done 

well today. In addition, it requires planning to do 

better tomorrow. Thus, any manager needs the team 

learning and growing.

10.Not setting or updating goals and plans: RCI 
research shows that a lack of clear expectations and 

goals causes 80% of performance problems. This is 

a key part of needed planning that you discuss 

month to month all year long. What are

https://rickconlow.com/5-superstar-coaching-steps-apply-today/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140805002055-64275548-how-to-give-feedback-when-you-are-the-leader/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140805002055-64275548-how-to-give-feedback-when-you-are-the-leader/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140805002055-64275548-how-to-give-feedback-when-you-are-the-leader/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20140805002055-64275548-how-to-give-feedback-when-you-are-the-leader/
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Is your company going 
through significant change? 

See this complimentary 
eBook

Changing  
Change Management 

Do you want to learn how 
to be a one of the best 

leaders? If so, I suggest you 
check out our new book 

Superstar Leadership

the priority goals for this employee? What are the action steps 

to exceed the goals? Document this in 1-2 pages.

11. Focusing only on negative gaps and not giving recognition: 

While some employees have more “negatives” to discuss, 

nearly all have some positives, too. By including the employees 

in performance discussions, more positives will come out. 

Reinforce those that apply. Besides, emphasize strengths in the 

action planning. People do perform better with a constructive 

feedback.

12. Not following through: A performance appraisal requires 

coaching. Be a champion here. It adds to your credibility with 

your team. Therefore, don’t forget, your on-going informal 

performance discussions fit that bill.

13. The salary increase discussion: This makes the performance 

review even more emotional. Whether or not a person gets a 

salary increase or bonus adds to the pressure. Consequently, 

do this in a separate meeting. Don’t do it during the review.

THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL: PULLING IT ALL 

TOGETHER 

Above all, performance management takes work. Leading takes 

work. Employees have problems that are messy at times. If this 

whole thing was easy, anyone could do it. Great managers put in the 

sweat equity that leads to better team performance. Invest in the 

effort if you want the appraisal process to really work.

In summary, businessman Doug Conant had insightful wisdom. 

He said, “Trust gives you the permission to give people direction, 

get everyone aligned, and give them the energy to go get the job 

done. Trust enables you to execute with excellence and produce 

extraordinary results. As you execute with excellence and deliver 

on your commitments, trust becomes easier to inspire, creating a 

flywheel of performance.”

YOU SUCCEED AS A LEADER BY COMMITTING 
TO COACHING YOUR TEAM CONSISTENTLY 

AND COMPETENTLY.

http://rickconlow.com/changing-change-management-download/
http://rickconlow.com/changing-change-management-download/
http://rickconlow.com/changing-change-management-download/
http://rickconlow.com/product/superstar-leadership/
http://rickconlow.com/product/superstar-leadership/
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training video
In this performance review leadership video you will learn:

1. 3 considerations that set up your performance reviews for success

2. 6 keys to doing a review in an outstanding manner.

review questions

1. What have you learned or relearned in this module about conducting outstanding performance
reviews? (Review your learning with one other person)

2. What are you prepared to do differently and better in future situations?  What will you do today?

“If you want your team to be better you must be a better leader.”  
RICK CONLOW

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BCd8hnZGln4
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about rick conlow
I’ve been in your shoes, I was a manager just like you may be now. I 
wanted to succeed just like everyone. I wanted to make a difference. The 
first company I worked for believed in training, with this opportunity 
and my desire to learn, I attended over 100 training programs and 
conferences in a little over fifteen years. My results improved and I moved 
from teaching and selling to executive, with five promotions. Eventually, 
I founded Rick Conlow International. Our purpose is to bring out the best 
in others and make a positive difference in peoples’ careers. Throughout 
the years we have partnered with many fine companies and managers to 
achieve:

• 48 quality service awards including JD Power, Ford’s President
Award, and Canada’s Consumers Choice Award.

• Record-breaking sales year after year: 30%, 48%, 52%, 75%,
122% gains in sales.

• 15-20 points on customer experience surveys.
• 12-14 points on employee engagement surveys.
• Author of 20 books, including the best seller, SuperSTAR

Leadership.

You can do this and more. Exceed your potential today. I’ll show you how.

Ford’s President’s Award Canada’s Consumer Choice Award

website
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about rick conlow
call 612-868-8521 email  rick@rickconlow.com

read rick's customer experience resources

visit rick's website & blog

website

find more on rickconlow.com/shop

http://eim.rickconlow.com
http://rickconlow.com
mailto:rick%40wcwpartners.com%20?subject=
http://rickconlow.com/product/superstar-leadership/
http://rickconlow.com/product/superstar-customer-service-a-31-day-plan-to-improve-client-relations-lock-in-new-customers-and-keep-the-best-ones-coming-back-for-more/
http://rickconlow.com/product/designing-a-superstar-experience/
http://rickconlow.com/product/the-great-customer-experience-scam-ebook/
http://rickconlow.com/superstar-leadership-blog/
http://rickconlow.com
http://rickconlow.com/coaching/
http://rickconlow.com/shop
http://rickconlow.com/shop
https://rickconlow.com/online-training/
https://rickconlow.com/online-training/
https://rickconlow.com/store/store/
https://rickconlow.com/store/store/
https://rickconlow.com/coaching/
https://rickconlow.com/online-training/
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